We report the development of SearchDOGS Bacteria, software to automatically detect missing genes in annotated bacterial genomes by combining BLAST searches with comparative genomics. Having successfully applied the approach to yeast genomes, we redeveloped SearchDOGS to function as a standalone, downloadable package, requiring only a set of GenBank annotation files as input. The software automatically generates a homology structure using reciprocal BLAST and a synteny-based method; this is followed by a scan of the entire genome of each species for unannotated genes. Results are provided in a HTML interface, providing coordinates, BLAST results, syntenic location, omega values (Ka/Ks, where Ks is the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site and Ka is the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site) for protein conservation estimates, and other information for each candidate gene. Using SearchDOGS Bacteria, we identified 155 gene candidates in the Shigella boydii sb227 genome, including 56 candidates of length < 60 codons. SearchDOGS Bacteria has two major advantages over currently available annotation software. First, it outperforms current methods in terms of sensitivity and is highly effective at identifying small or highly diverged genes. Second, as a freely downloadable package, it can be used with unpublished or confidential data.
W
ith the rapidly decreasing cost and increasing speed of genome sequencing, a wealth of genome sequence information is becoming available to the scientific community. As of September 2013, Entrez Genome (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) reported 2,664 completely sequenced prokaryotic genomes and another 11,552 in scaffold or contig form. However, the speed at which these new genomes can be accurately annotated is quickly becoming a bottleneck. In the vast majority of cases, protein-coding genes are annotated using automated programs (1) , which for the most part can be divided into two classes: "compositionbased" gene prediction programs that use characteristics of sequence composition to predict where protein-coding open reading frames exist (2-7) and "sequence similarity" programs that predict protein-coding open reading frames (ORFs) based on the identification of sequence similarity to annotated homologs in other species (8, 9) .
However, both these approaches run into difficulties when annotating short or highly diverged genes. Statistical methods such as codon bias have less power in discriminating coding from noncoding DNA for short genes using the "composition-based" approach, and small or highly diverged genes return weak hits to homologs in BLAST searches and therefore cannot be accurately differentiated from ORFs that occur by chance (10) . This uncertainty has resulted in overestimation of the number of proteincoding genes in annotated bacterial species (10) (11) (12) but also in many bona fide short genes being overlooked (8, (13) (14) (15) (16) .
One way to overcome this problem is to ascertain the syntenic context of the potential gene. If a potential unannotated gene is found to lie in the same local genomic region as its potential orthologs in other species, then there is a good likelihood that it is a bona fide gene even if it produces relatively weak BLAST hits to its orthologs. Identification of regions of conserved synteny can also be used to detect gene duplications, fusions, and paralogy relations in comparing multiple genomes (17) as well as to make functional-association predictions (18, 19) .
We previously described the development of the software SearchDOGS (standing for "Searches against a Database of Orthologous Genomic Segments"), which uses conserved local synteny across species combined with BLASTX sequence similarity searches to identify genes that may have been missed in published annotations due to small size or a high level of divergence (20) . Using this approach, we identified 594 previously undetected genes in 11 published Saccharomycetaceae family yeast genomes, including a number of new genes in well-studied model organisms such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Eremothecium gossypii. Many of the genes identified are very highly diverged, and 36% are less than 100 amino acids in length. We subsequently adapted the SearchDOGS method for application to 13 species from the "CTG" clade of yeasts, discovering over 1,400 previously unannotated genes (21) .
Having applied the method successfully in yeast, we wished to extend the scope of SearchDOGS to allow it to be applicable to any set of suitable species where extensive local synteny can be estab-lished. Bacteria are an ideal candidate for the SearchDOGS approach due to their simple genomic architecture, low noncoding DNA content, and the large number of species to choose from for comparison. In this paper, we report the application of Search-DOGS to sets of strains and species from the gammaproteobacteria. This clade includes Gram-negative bacteria, many of which are common human pathogens, and contains the model organism Escherichia coli K-12 (22) .
A host of powerful and comprehensive annotation pipelines, such as AGMIAL (23) , AGeS (24) , MicroScope (25) , and NCBI's Prokaryotic Genomes Automatic Annotation Pipeline (PGAAP), have been developed for bacterial genomes in recent years, with others under development. SearchDOGS Bacteria complements these platforms by providing an exceptionally sensitive tool for identifying the genes that prove most tricky for automated annotation programs. In contrast to the yeast implementation of SearchDOGS, which imported information about orthologous and paralogous sequence relationships from the YGOB database, SearchDOGS Bacteria was designed as a standalone piece of software. Thus, the only input data required are GenBank-formatted files of the relevant bacterial genomes. It allows the user to choose a number of annotated genomes to compare and automatically generates ortholog pillars: sets of genes that are orthologous between species. For a given species, it generates a list of candidate loci where a missing gene may exist and where an open reading frame showing sequence homology to orthologous genes has been identified. A detailed HTML output page is generated, providing syntenic location, coordinates, BLASTP results, and omega (Ka/ Ks) values as an estimate of protein conservation (26) . The aim is to provide the user with sufficient information to accept or reject each candidate with confidence. The software is freely downloadable from http://wolfe.ucd.ie, to be used locally, and thus is suitable for use with confidential or unpublished genomic data. It is written in Perl and runs in a Linux/UNIX environment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Overview of SearchDOGS search procedure. After data input, the first stage of the SearchDOGS Bacteria program is that of automatically developing a set of ortholog pillars analogous to the homology pillars in YGOB. These pillars are used by SearchDOGs as "map coordinates"; for each genomic segment, the ortholog pillars corresponding to the two annotated genes allow the segment to be "mapped" to syntenic regions in other genomes. Ortholog pillars that map to the intergenic region of a genomic segment (i.e., where an ortholog is absent or unannotated in the genome in question but present in related genomes) can also be identified.
To find unannotated genes, each genome is then sliced into overlapping genomic segments containing two genes and the intergenic sequence between them. Each of these genomic segments is tested against the array of ortholog pillars to identify pillars that share synteny with it. The intergenic sequence between the two annotated genes in the genomic segment is then used as a BLASTX query against a small database consisting of the protein sequences of the genes in the syntenic ortholog pillars. For more detail on the search procedure, see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material; further details are also provided by OhÉigeartaigh et al. (20) .
Generation of ortholog pillars. An ortholog pillar represents a set of genes that are orthologous across species. An ortholog pillar is expected to contain a maximum of one gene per species, although for species lacking an ortholog at this locus a pillar "entry" would be lacking. In cases where duplication has occurred and duplicates remain colocated, the duplicate most similar in sequence to its orthologs is placed in the pillar; the other is placed in a new pillar.
Pillars of orthologs are generated using a two-step process. For each genome studied, pairwise BLASTP searches are performed using the protein sequence of each gene as a query against the protein set of the other species. Pillars of reciprocal best BLASTP hits are generated. In this first stage, a reciprocal best BLASTP hit is required for each ortholog against every other ortholog in the pillar, and a cutoff value of 1e-5 is used in the BLASTP searches. The initial stage of pillar generation is followed by a "Syntenoblast" approach (27) to try to place the remaining genes in pillars (Fig. 1) . A second round of BLASTP searches is carried out using a permissive cutoff value of E ϭ 10. For each gene that hits a potential ortholog in another species, the syntenic context of the gene is evaluated. Five "steps out" are performed along the genome of the query and the genome of the hit. If the query and the hit are found to share an ortholog pillar, then they are deemed to be supported by shared synteny and are put in a single ortholog pillar. For this stage, full reciprocity of BLASTP hits with all of the genes in the pillar hit is not required. In cases where there are multiple candidates for a single pillar position, the pillar member is chosen first by the strength of the shared synteny and then by the E value of the BLASTP hit. This process is run in an iterative fashion until each gene has been labeled a singleton or has been placed in an ortholog pillar with synteny and BLASTP support.
Generation of candidate open reading frames. For each intergenic region that hits one or more genes from a syntenic homology pillar in the BLASTX search, the high-similarity pairs (HSPs) corresponding to the hit with the lowest E value are retained. Open reading frames are obtained using ORFmaker, an inbuilt ORF finder specifically designed for use with SearchDOGS Bacteria (Fig. 2) .
Evidence for protein conservation. For each candidate ORF, Search-DOGS's results include a calculation of omega values against the ORF's annotated orthologs. Omega (Ka/Ks, where Ks is the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site and Ka is the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site) value calculations are a standard tool for estimating the level of conservation between two protein-coding genes (28) . Genes showing conservation of protein-coding content are expected to contain fewer nonsynonymous changes per site relative to synonymous changes.
For each candidate, the largest standard start-to-stop ORF within the stop-to-stop candidate ORF is used in the omega value calculation, provided no genes with nonconsensus start codons exist within the corresponding ortholog pillar. For cases in which orthologs with nonconsensus start codons do exist, only the length of the ORF from the start of the HSP to the end of the ORF is used; this is due to the difficulty in predicting nonconsensus start codons with certainty.
Pairwise comparisons are performed between each start-to-stop candidate ORF and every gene in the corresponding ortholog pillar using the program yn00 from the PAML package (29) . As calculating an accurate 1. (highlighted in green) is created using reciprocal best BLASTP results. The orthology of genes producing one-way BLASTP hits is confirmed by automatically searching for shared synteny. In the example shown, the gene from species 1 highlighted in blue has neighboring genes that are in ortholog pillars with neighboring genes of the gene from species 2, confirming that the species 1 gene in blue and the species 2 gene beneath it belong in a single ortholog pillar.
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standard error measurement for Ka/Ks is problematic, the value and standard error of the difference between Ks and Ka (Ks Ϫ Ka) are calculated in order to test the statistical significance of these results. Assuming neutral evolution, a Ks Ϫ Ka value of approximately 0 is expected, and a Ks Ϫ Ka value significantly greater than 0 indicates constrained protein evolution (26) . A 95% confidence interval for Ks Ϫ Ka is calculated using the following formula:
where SE(Ks Ϫ Ka) is the standard error of (Ks Ϫ Ka) and is calculated as follows:
Two problems associated with the Ka/Ks test must be noted: (i) Ka/Ks values are often not statistically significant for genes which are short or have very similar nucleotide sequences due to an insufficiency of informative sequence, and (ii) Ka/Ks values for candidates with a potential nonconsensus start codon are only approximate and may not be entirely accurate if a significant length of ORF upstream of the HSP is excluded from the calculation.
Test set of genomes used in this analysis. Nine genomes from the gammaproteobacterial clade were downloaded from GenBank (see Table 1 
YES YES
1 "error" corrected 0 "errors" corrected ORFmaker accepts ORFs with a single error, whether it is a frameshift, a premature stop, or a lack of start, to allow for the possibility of a sequence error. ORFs with two or more errors are rejected. In instances where an ORF passing the criteria can be made using a single HSP or a two-HSP construct, the ORF producing the highest BLASTP bit score against its orthologs when translated is retained.
tations for the different genomes differ both in methods used and in level of rigor (details on the GenBank files used and the methods used to annotate these genomes are provided in Table S1 in the supplemental material). The inclusion of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 model organism provides a valuable "gold standard" annotation, useful for identifying hits that correspond to pseudogenic fragments in genomes being tested, as well as pseudogenes that have been misannotated as real genes in the existing annotations for these genomes. The genome annotations included use only the GenBank files listed in table S1; they do not include Refseq edits and have not been updated for more recent reannotations. Plasmids were excluded from the analysis.
RESULTS
Generation of results.
For each genome used in the SearchDOGS analysis, every intergenic region is individually tested against the ortholog pillars (pillars that each contain any annotated orthologs of a given locus in each genome in the data set) that share synteny with it (see Materials and Methods). In order to identify weak hits in an orthologous position, all BLASTX hits are considered regardless of E value. Where a hit occurs, SearchDOGS then tries to identify an intact gene structure corresponding to it. A subroutine called ORFmaker identifies a stop-to-stop ORF (i.e., from one stop codon to the next stop codon in the same frame) corresponding to the HSP. In order to cope with potential sequence errors, ORFmaker's default setting allows the readthrough of a single stop codon or frameshift where HSP evidence exists to indicate the existence of a longer ORF, although such ORFs are flagged as dubious. The set of ORFs predicted in a genome is then filtered based on criteria such as HSP length and position of start and stop codons relative to the HSP (see Materials and Methods). HTML output pages are then produced showing details of the ORFs that pass these criteria ( Fig.  3 ) and providing links to the BLAST results and nucleotide sequences. Conservation of protein sequence across wide evolutionary distances, corresponding to nonsynonymous-to-synonymous rate ratios (Ka/Ks) significantly less than 1, is a strong indicator of the authenticity of a gene (26) . SearchDOGS Bacteria integrates PAML software (29) to perform Ka/Ks tests in a pairwise fashion using annotated and potential genes (Fig. 4A) Gammaproteobacterial species used in the study. To test the software, we chose 9 species from the gammaproteobacterial clade (Table 1 ). These included the E. coli K-12 strain MG1655 model organism, some closely related strains (E. coli, Shigella), and some species of increasing evolutionary distance (Vibrio, Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas). The genomes range in size from 4.1 Mb and 3,875 protein-coding genes (Vibrio cholerae) to 6.5 Mb and 5,482 protein-coding genes (Pseudomonas syringae). Other than Vibrio cholerae, which has two chromosomes, all consist of a single circular chromosome. All 9 genomes were obtained from GenBank (see Materials and Methods). SearchDOGS Bacteria was successfully able to generate an extensive ortholog pillar structure for these species (Table 2) . Using these pillars, we predicted candidate genes that remained unannotated in each genome within this data set.
Missing genes in the Shigella boydii genome annotation. We analyzed in detail the set of results for Shigella boydii strain Sb227 (30) (see Tables S2 and S3 in the supplemental material). While Shigella has historically been treated as a species different from E. coli, the two genera are actually part of the same, diverse genus (31) . SearchDOGS generated an initial candidate list of 480 additional ORFs in this species, including some very short predictions that are unlikely to be real genes. Table S2 contains 122 candidate unannotated genes from this initial list in order of decreasing length. In this analysis, candidates under 90% of the median length of their orthologs were excluded and are not listed, although some of these truncated genes may well be functional; this is a user-adjustable parameter. In most cases, the "low-hanging fruit"-large, intact genes with strong sequence identity to genes in related species-were already correctly identified in the initial annotations. However, we identified 7 gene candidates of length Ͼ 200 codons, each conserved across a number of species and showing protein sequence conservation, as well as 59 other candidates of length 60 to 200 codons.
For example, E. coli K-12 yieP, coding for a 230-amino-acid predicted transcriptional regulator (32) , has a well-conserved ortholog annotated in each of the E. coli strains included (33, 34) as well as in Salmonella enterica and Yersinia pestis (35, 36) . We identified a 231-codon candidate in S. boydii in a conserved location (Fig. 3A) showing very high similarity in length and sequence to the annotated orthologs ( Fig. 3B and C) . Two additional stains of Shigella flexneri examined were found to have an annotated ortholog of yieP.
We identified 56 candidates of length Ͻ 60 codons (see Table  S2 in the supplemental material). Of these, 36 correspond to un- annotated homologs of short genes in E. coli K-12 and 15 correspond to homologs of genes annotated in other species and predicted to exist in E. coli K-12 (i.e., E. coli K-12 also contains a suitable intact ORF). A further 5 are predicted to exist in S. boydii but not in E. coli K-12.
Of the S. boydii candidates we identified, 31 contained short (20 bp or fewer) overlaps with an adjacent annotated gene. This may have led to the rejection of these ORFs by ab initio genefinding programs despite homology and conserved protein sequence with genes in related species (37, 38) . It is likely that some of these annotated neighbors that overlap conserved, unannotated genes are spurious or possess incorrectly annotated start coordinates (39, 40) . We also identified many instances of candidates with nonconsensus start codons (9% of annotated genes in E. coli K-12 are currently annotated as having a TTG or GTG start [32] ), and there are rare instances of bacterial genes starting with TTC, CTG, and ATC (32, 38, 41) .
In 33 cases, a very highly conserved protein-coding gene of a length identical to the length of its homologs could be produced by allowing readthrough of a single stop codon or correction of a single frameshift (see Table S3 in the supplemental material). The possibility must be considered that these are not genuine truncation events but are instead the result of a sequencing or assembly error, particularly in the case of very long genes or genes encoding proteins that appear to be highly conserved in many related species. An example of an unexpected stop codon occurs in the S. boydii orthologs of E. coli nemA. This gene codes for N-ethylmaleimide reductase, a member of the "Old Yellow Enzyme" family (42) . It plays a role in the beta-oxidation of fatty acids by being involved in reductive degradation of toxic nitrous compounds (43, 44) and is regulated by nemR. The nemA-nemR operon is present in every species in this study except S. boydii, where nemR is present but nemA is annotated as a pseudogene truncated by an in-frame stop codon at position 101 of 367 (30 (30) , indicating that the CAG-to-TAG transition leading to the premature stop codon in S. boydii may be due to a point sequence error. It is also possible that a readthrough of a genuine stop codon may occur. E. coli K-12 gene fdhF, coding for a subunit of a formate dehydrogenase complex involved in anaerobic respiration, has an annotated homolog in each species studied except Pseudomonas syringae and Shigella boydii. The UGA stop codon at position 140 in the E. coli K-12 protein sequence is translated in vivo as selenocysteine under anaerobic conditions (45) , allowing readthrough of the entire protein, and is indicated as a "U" in the protein sequences of the E. coli strains. However, the in frame stop codon has led to the rejection of the S. boydii homolog in the original annotation (30) despite protein sequence conservation over the entire 716-amino-acid length of the protein. It appears that an A-C transversion has resulted in a TGC codon coding for a cysteine at that location in Y. pestis, V. cholerae, and Xanthomonas campestris (36, 46, 47) . Identification of short bacterial proteins using SearchDOGS. Very small genes are notoriously difficult to accurately identify and annotate by experimental, ab initio, and homology-based approaches (8, (48) (49) (50) (51) . Using the February 2013 release of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome (GenBank accession number U00096.2) as a gold standard and the same set of test genomes (Table 1) , we tested the ability of SearchDOGS to identify unannotated homologs of short genes showing both conserved sequence similarity and synteny with their annotated counterparts. Among the 114 proteins less than 60 amino acids in length annotated in E. coli K-12, we found that 66 (58%) were not correctly annotated across all of the other 8 genomes in our test data set (see Table S4 in the supplemental material). Many of these are small toxic or membrane-associated proteins recently added to the E. coli K-12 annotation (52, 53), but we also identified genes coding for the 50S ribosomal subunit L36 protein in E. coli S88 and Yersinia pestis, as well as the gene coding for ribosome-associated protein Sra in E. coli S88. The sensitivity of the SearchDOGS method allowed us to accurately predict the location of homologs of the smallest leader peptide genes annotated in E. coli K-12, such as a homolog of the 17-codon hisL gene in Yersinia pestis and the 18-codon mgtL gene in E. coli O157:H7, E. coli S88, S. boydii, and S. enterica.
Potential missing genes in the E. coli K-12 MG1655 annotation. As a model organism, the E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome is annotated to a very high standard and is frequently updated (32) . However, we identified a number of unannotated ORFs showing retention in each of the E. coli/Shigella strains and a high degree of conservation between the E. coli strains, S. boydii, and, often, S. enterica (see Table S5 in the supplemental material). Again, the majority of the candidates are short ORFs, ORFs featuring short coding sequence overlaps, and ORFs beginning with nonstandard start codons. Due to how closely the E. coli and Shigella strains are related, it is likely that some of these ORFs are noncoding and happen to be retained by chance, but many are likely to be genuine and warrant study.
One such example is Shigella boydii SBO_4385, an 86-codon gene encoding a hypothetical protein which has orthologs of codons of length 89 annotated in E. coli S88 and E. coli O157:H7 (30, 33, 34 9  832  832  832  832  832  832  832  832  832  8  479  479  477  458  473  459  398  374  235  7  629  625  631  589  611  553  217  423  146  6  545  540  543  498  465  375  157  110  97  5  540  558  546  475  447  138  121  90  70  4  449  470  463  293  228  135  129  89  108  3  286  393  346  168  208  186  303  197 S88, and S. boydii, each beginning with the GTG nonconsensus start codon (35) (Fig. 5A) . A 70-codon gene (ECs2526) annotated in E. coli O157:H7 hits highly similar unannotated ORFs in E. coli K-12, E. coli S88, S. boydii, S. enterica, and Y. pestis (33) (Fig. 5B) . In five species, the ORF overlaps by 13 bp with the neighboring gene. Improving the annotation of the E. coli S88 genome. The genome of E. coli S88 (34) was annotated by initially using the sequence composition-based prediction software AMIGene. Results were then refined using MaGe, a sophisticated annotation pipeline that employs the estimation of synteny conservation both to identify genes and to resolve gene duplicate/fusion/paralog relationships (17) . In order to test whether SearchDOGS improves on the sensitivity of this method, we performed a run testing the E. coli S88 annotation against the same version of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome that was available to Touchon et al. (34) at the time that they annotated the S88 genome. This version of the E. coli K-12 MG1655 genome dates from February 2006 and was obtained from GenBank (accession number U00096.2; version GI:48994873). It lacks several newly discovered genes (32) . Using this input, SearchDOGS identified 14 likely gene candidates, 5 of which are 60 codons or fewer in length. It also identified 7 cases in which frameshift correction or stop codon readthrough creates a highly conserved full-length gene in strain S88 (Table 3) .
Automated annotation programs can miss or misannotate certain genes due to unusual start codons or nucleotide composition in these genes. The essential translation initiation factor IF3 is encoded by infC, one of only two E. coli genes known to start with the rare start codon ATT (54) . IF3 plays a role in the fidelity of translation initiation and has been shown to regulate the frequency of initiation from noncanonical start codons (55, 56) . In this fashion, it functions in a negative-feedback loop, repressing its own translation when in abundance (54, 57) . We identified a fulllength ORF corresponding to infC in E. coli S88. A truncated infC, beginning at a downstream GTG, is annotated as a pseudogene in the E. coli S88 genome, presumably because MaGe does not consider ATT to be a possible start codon. An incorrect start was also annotated for this locus in the existing S. boydii, Y. pestis, V. cholerae, P. syringae, and X. campestris annotations; these genes all appear to begin with an ATT start codon, although they are annotated with different start codons. This highlights the need for manual curation or more rigorous comparative genomic approaches to correctly annotate loci with unusual features.
Identification of a possible gene fusion in Xanthomonas campestris. We identified a possible case of gene fusion within a biosynthetic operon in Xanthomonas campestris. The Xanthomonas campestris gene cobC (which is called cobD in Salmonella [58] ) codes for a 327-amino-acid enzyme in the cobalamin (vitamin B 12 ) biosynthesis pathway. This gene has no annotated homolog in X. campestris pathovar campestris strain ATCC 33913 but is annotated in two other X. campestris pathovars, campestris strain B100 and vesicatoria strain 85-10, where it overlaps by 4 bases with the downstream cobQ (59, 60) . The apparent gene fusion occurs in X. campestris pathovar campestris strain ATCC 33913. Here, a single base pair insertion near the end of the cobC ORF has led to the loss of the stop codon and has also brought it into frame with cobQ, creating what appears to be an 817-codon CobCQ fusion protein (Fig. 6) . De novo cobalamin production from uroporphyrinogen III is a complex pathway involving 30 or so enzymes; however, some bacteria are able to produce cobalamin from pathway intermediates. The Salmonella and Pseudomonas strains can produce cobalamin de novo (61) , whereas E. coli and Shigella strains can produce cobalamin only from the intermediate molecule cobinamide and are missing the early genes in the pathway (a set of genes known as the CobI genes) (62) . Xanthomonas is widely reported to produce cobalamin and is used in industrial production (63) but also appears to lack the full pathway (61). However, it appears to have fully retained the 9 genes of the Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhi strain Ty2 gene t4378 coding for hypothetical protein AAO71829.1 hits ORFs coding for proteins with nearidentical protein sequences at a syntenic location in E. coli K-12, E. coli O157: H7, E. coli S88, and S. boydii. (B) TCOFFEE protein sequence alignment corresponding to an annotated gene in E. coli O157:H7 (bottom sequence) and highly conserved unannotated ORFs at a syntenic location in E. coli K-12, E. coli S88, S. boydii, S. enterica, and Y. pestis (84) . SearchDOGS also hits a more highly diverged ORF with sequence similarity in P. syringae (not shown).
cobA-cobS operon and thus appears capable of producing cobalamin from the intermediate hydrogenobyrinic acid (64) . The cobalamin pathways differ extensively even between de novo cobalamin-producing bacteria (64), so it is possible that Xanthomonas can perform other steps of the pathway using nonhomologous proteins.
Identification of pseudogenes. A significant problem associated with homology-based automated annotation methods is the difficulty in differentiating bona fide unannotated genes from pseudogenes that share both sequence similarity and location with their intact orthologs in other species. SearchDOGS tries to overcome this by providing as much information as possible in order for the user to make an informed choice on whether to accept, reject, or further study a candidate. In theory, low Ka/Ks ratios between a candidate gene and its orthologs across a range of evolutionary distances provide strong evidence of protein conservation (26) . However, even a Ka/Ks ratio Ͻ 1 does not guarantee the existence of a functional gene, because recently formed pseudogenes still bear the hallmarks of sequence constraint to code for protein (65) . Furthermore, bona fide unannotated genes often do not return statistically significant values in these tests if they are short or are too highly similar in nucleotide sequence to their orthologs. One pragmatic approach is to ignore any potential candidates that are shorter than 80% of the median length of annotated orthologs in closely related species (66); however, there is no guarantee that such a truncation will render a gene's protein product nonfunctional.
For illustration, ilvG is a recently formed pseudogene in E. coli K-12 MG1655. The functional gene codes for a catalyst of 2-acetolactate synthesis from pyruvate (33) and exists as a 549-to-574-codon gene in E. coli S88, E. coli O157:H7, S. boydii, S. enterica, Y. pestis, V. cholera, and X. campestris (30, 33-36, 46, 47) . In E. coli K-12 MG1655, a frameshift at codon 328 (Ecogene [67] ) has resulted in a truncated 329-codon pseudogene which was identified as a candidate gene by SearchDOGS. Ka/Ks ratios between the annotated orthologs and the hypothetical translation of the pseudogene are low (0.04 to 0.18 for the statistically significant values), and there is very high protein sequence similarity between the annotated orthologs and the pseudogene. It appears that ilvG is the victim of a recent pseudogenization event in E. coli K-12 and has not degenerated enough to lose the evolutionary characteristics of a bona fide protein-coding gene.
We identified one interesting example in which an apparent expansion of a 7-bp sequence appears to have led to the pseudogenization of a highly conserved gene in Shigella boydii. Degradation of fatty acids under aerobic conditions in E. coli is carried out by the FadBA enzyme complex, a tetramer made up of proteins encoded by fadB and fadA (68, 69) , as part of the fadR regulon (70) . fadB and fadA are highly conserved throughout both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (71) , and both genes are present in all of the 8 species in our study set, with the exception of S. boydii, where fadB is annotated as a truncated pseudogene containing a frameshift (30) . By correcting the frameshift, SearchDOGS was able to automatically predict a full-length (738-amino-acid) FadB protein showing very high sequence similarity to its annotated orthologs (Fig. 4B) . This full-length construct shows Ka/Ks values ranging from 0.02 to 0.19 compared to its orthologs (Fig. 4A) . Closer examination of the S. boydii fadB nucleotide sequence shows that the frameshift is caused by a 28-bp insertion consisting of four tandem repeats of a 7-bp repeat (Fig.  4C ). This 7-bp repeat matches a 7-bp segment that is imperfectly repeated in E. coli K-12 (6 of 7 bases match); in S. boydii, 2 copies have expanded to 6. As well as being intact in all the E. coli strains studied, fadB is also intact in several strains of Shigella flexneri that we examined (72, 73) . Without experimental evidence, it is unclear whether the fadB truncation in S. boydii is due to an error in sequencing or assembly or to a genuine pseudogenization event.
Obligate and facultative pathogens have been shown to harbor a relatively high number of pseudogenes for reasons that may be due to ongoing genome reduction as an adaptation to the host environment (74) . The inclusion of E. coli K-12 MG1655, a reference sequence with a high degree of annotation accuracy (32) , allowed us to identify many cases of what appear to be pseudogenes incorrectly annotated as real genes in the genomes studied. Table S6 in the supplemental material includes a list of likely pseudogenes identified in the genomes studied based on a high degree of similarity in length and sequence to known E. coli K-12 pseudogenes. These genes are automated predictions, and most represent a truncated form of an ortholog present in one of the other species. (Table S6 is likely to represent only a subset of all incorrectly annotated pseudogenes in these genomes. It does not include those automatic gene predictions that appear to be truncated orthologs of full-length genes in other species where there is no E. coli K-12 feature at the locus to compare against.)
DISCUSSION
A crucial requirement of the SearchDOGS method is the accurate and unambiguous ascertainment of orthology of genomic segments in multiple species. For this to be possible for a given set of species, several conditions must be met. Species included cannot have diverged too far from each other; otherwise, rearrangements and gene gain or loss will obscure attempts to identify conserved synteny. In the SearchDOGS analysis, the five species with the most candidate hits were also the species with the highest numbers of genes in ortholog pillars of 5 or more members, i.e., the species that could be mapped most effectively against the majority of other species (Table 2 ) However, if a set of species with too narrow a divergence range is chosen, it is often difficult to get a clear signal of protein sequence conservation (65) .
In addition to a suitable evolutionary range, several other factors must be considered when choosing a comparison species set. SearchDOGS identifies only unannotated genes for which an ortholog exists and is annotated in another species. Hence, we suggest that at least one closely related species with a very high quality of annotation should be used for reference. Gene content in a genome is also affected by lifestyle and environment. Furthermore, genes may be annotated in certain strains that have been missed in others due to different annotation methods, differing degrees of sequencing and annotation rigor, or studies carried out under different ranges of conditions. One of the greatest challenges when using sequence homologybased techniques to predict genes is differentiating bona fide genes from pseudogenes. A pseudogene can be incorrectly annotated as
FIG 6
Possible gene fusion in the X. campestris cobalamin synthesis pathway.
Nucleotide alignment of the point of overlap between the adjacent Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria genes cobC and cobQ (Xv_CobC, Xv_CobQ) against the Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris strain ATCC 33913 fused cobCQ ORF (Xv_CobCQ). Protein sequences are shown with Xv_CobQ above in blue, Xv_CobC in purple, and the Xv_CobCQ fusion below in brown. A single base pair insertion toward the end of the X. campestris pv. campestris cobC gene (highlighted in yellow) has abolished the stop codon at the end of this ORF and has brought it into frame with the downstream CobQ, creating a gene fusion. a functional gene for two reasons. First, a genuine gene can hit a pseudogene showing sequence similarity to the query. If the pseudogenization event is sufficiently recent, the remaining gene fragment may still bear many of the hallmarks of a genuine gene, including protein conservation (65) . Second, it is likely that many pseudogenes in sequenced genomes are currently incorrectly annotated as if they are functional. This is evidenced by the number of "genes" in other strains and species that we identified that are identical in sequence to known E. coli K-12 pseudogene features (see Table S6 in the supplemental material). As many automatic annotation procedures, including SearchDOGS, rely heavily on sequence similarity to a reference set of annotated features, these "false genes" in the reference set can lead to the spurious misannotation of other pseudogenes, spreading false annotations through databases if unchecked (53) . Brown and Sjolander estimated in 2006 that only 3% of those proteins in the UniProt database not labeled as "hypothetical" or "unknown" had experimental support (75) , the remainder having been inferred by bioinformatics means, and this percentage is surely considerably lower by now.
A third problem lies in correctly differentiating genuine frameshift mutations (creating pseudogenes) from sequencing errors. Current next-generation sequencing methods such as Roche/454 and Illumina have a higher background rate of errors than previous methods such as Sanger sequencing (76) (77) (78) (79) , particularly in genomes sequenced at a low level of coverage, and these errors mainly take the form of single nucleotide insertions and deletions (indels). SearchDOGS Bacteria is designed to correct a single frameshift, if HSP evidence indicates that a sensible and conserved full-length protein can thereby be created. However, as with other gene disruption events, a gene in which a genuine frameshift mutation has occurred recently has many of the same characteristics, such as a low Ka/Ks ratio, as a genuine gene containing a sequencing error.
For each species in the input set, SearchDOGS generates a list of automatic predictions based on sequence similarity and conserved genomic location. Our aim was to include as much information as possible in order for the user to make an informed decision as to whether to reject a candidate gene or accept it for further study. Users are encouraged to look at the length, sequence similarity, and level of protein conservation of a candidate relative to its annotated orthologs. However, full proof that a candidate gene genuinely codes for a functional protein requires detection of the protein translation product, for example, by mass spectrometry. It should be noted that as a result of the expert input needed in both selecting the genomes to be analyzed and evaluating the candidate genes identified, SearchDOGS is not suitable for automated, large-scale analyses. This is particularly relevant when defining bona fide genes that are to be used in downstream analyses by the scientific community. However, we believe that it provides a powerful tool for targeted analyses.
As the tools of transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) and proteomics come of age (80) (81) (82) and bioinformatics methods become ever more sophisticated, these approaches combined should result in fast, accurate, and complete genome annotations to complement the accelerating pace of genome sequencing.
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